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Cbapten 5

TI{E DIRECTIONAL ROTATIONAL TRANSFORM :

A TECHNTQTTE FOR NUMERTCAL IIARMOMC AI{ALYSTS OF
P\ryM SPACE \ZECTORS

5.1[rtroduction

In the previous Chapter a technique was proposed for analyzing analytically the
harmonic structure of a general PWM waveform. The only provisos on this
technique were that the PWM waveform had to be generated via the regular
sampled triangulation technique with both a frxed sampling period and a
modulating waveform which could be described analytically at the point of regular
sampling. In some applications, such as hysteretic modulators [1,2] these provisos

are not fulfilled as the PWM switching times are generated in such a way that the
instantaneous PWM period varies throughout the fundamental cycle [3J.

In cases such as hysteretic modulators where analytical harmonic expressions are

unavailable, the Discrete/Tast Fourier Transform (DFT/FFT) t4l is cornrnonly used

to determine the constituent harmonics of a given PWM waveform. However, DF'I
analysis of the phase or line-to-line PWM waveforms generated by either a
hysteretic converter or an asynchronous triangulation modulator (in which the
carrier and modulated waveform frequencies are not an exact integer multiple) is
misleading as in these cases each of the three individual phase and line waveforms
will be different.

This Chapter presents a new PWM harmonic analysis technique, denoted here as

the Directional Rotational Transform (DRT), which analyses the instantaneous
"voltage vector" actually applied to the motor and as such yields the harmonic
components seen by the motor from all three phases acting contemporaneously.
The DRT, as described more fully in the following section, is based around the use of
a Park's vector representation to describe concisely the three phase waveforms
applied to the motor, and as such is well suited to cases in which the phase

waveforms may be unbalanced or distorted. Additionally the DRT inherently
provides information regarding the sequence (positive or negative) [5] of the
harmonic components.
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While the positive sequence fundamental component determines the steady state
behaviour of an AC motor, knowledge of the sequence of the remaining hamonics
proves useful both in assessing the degree of voltage unbalance in the three phase

wavefonns [6] and in determining the influence of a given harmonic in introducing
shaft torque pulsations and the like. For example, the negative sequence rotor
impedance of a CIM is significantly less than the positive sequence impedance [5],
and consequently even small negative sequence voltage harmonics will cause large
currents to flow. In the majority of harmonic analysis techniques reported to date
the sequence information has been ignored. Recently however, both Andria et al [6-
8l and Salvatore et al [9] have reported techniques in which DFTIFFT analysis of the
positive sequence symmetrical component of a given set of three phase waveforms
was performed in order to ascertain the sequence of the waveform's harmonics.

52 The Dinectional Rotational Tlansfonrr

Previous discussions in Chapter 3 and 4 introduced the concept of describing the
output of a 3Q AC inverter in terms of a locus of eight stationary (non-rotating)
voltage space (or Park's) vectors. As illustrated in figure 5.1 this output vector
locus consists of six 'active' voltage vectors, each spatially separated lv f, plus two
'null' voltage vectors. These eight voltage vectors, representing the instantaneous
voltage vector applied to the motor, are selected appropriately to approximate the
desired rotating voltage vector ur, which defines the fundamental frequency voltage
vector applied to the motor.

u2 (H,L,L,)

(L,H,L) rr4 (H,L,H)

os (L,H,H) ue (L,L,H)

Fig 5.1: Realizable output vectors from a 3Q AC inuerter {generalized uectors "ttrs" and "tt6"

d.enote the two antiue uoltage uectors immediately adjacent usl.
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5.2. 7 Fundamcntal Concept s

The basic concepts of the DRT are best illustrated by considering the PWM
waveform generated using a quasi-square wave (QSW) modulation strategy in
which each of the six 'active' voltage vectors of figure 5.1 is sequentially selected for
1

u of the fundamental period (t).

Consider an observer present in a reference frame rotating at the fundamental
frequency in the direction defined as positive in figure 5.2 with the inverter output
vector at time zero being ul. As the observer is rotating at the fundamental
frequency then, from the point of view of the observer, the stationary inverter output
state u1 appears to rotate away in the negative sense at the fundamental frequency.

t
At time t = u (one sixth of the fundamental period) the inverter output changes from
state u1 to uz (as defined in figure 5.1) and so from the observer's perspective there
has been an instantaneous f advance in the phase of the inverter output voltage,
returning the inverter output voltage to its spatial position at time t = 0. Thus in this
case each sextant of the fundamental waveform circumscribes an identical
trajectory.

V(o)

Fig 5.2: Eualuation of QSW positiue sequence fundamental component.

The magnitude of the positive sequence fundamental inverter output voltage can be

obtained by taking direct and quadrature components of the instantaneous inverter
output vector as seen by the observer. Graphically this can be interpreted as taking
the average of the "spatial areas" circumscribed by the inverter's output voltage
vector when observed from the perspective of an observer present in a reference
frame rotating with a frequency and sequence equivalent to the harmonic of
interest, as depicted in figure 5.2. Mathematically this is simply expressed, for the
kth harmonic, as:

(a1,0) g\T
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where akx, aky are the direct and quadrature components respectively of the
kth harmonic,

0 is the subtended angle, as defined in figr.rre 5.2,

"1" is the normalized magnitude _of the inverter output voltage vector,
(normalised by t ry where ? tr the maximum attainable sinewave
peak for a triangulation modulator).

Applyrng these formulae to the waveform of figure 5.2 and noting that each sextant
repeats exactly (from the observer's point of view),
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Similarly, 81y =:.;
IE

and so 31p = Zge.

where the p soUscTipt denotes a positive sequence component.

Similarly, consider the evaluation of the negative sequence fundamental component
in a QSW inverter. In this case, as illustrated in figure 5.3, the inverter oufuut now

appears to rotqte in the positive sense from the perspective of the obsenrer. Thus for

Beriod 0 < t < u the inverter output appears to smoothly rotate through 600. At time

f ttte observer sees the inverter output instantaneously advance by f, and then

al
2rc

Jat
0

-3*Gn2
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continue to rotate smoothly over the next sixth of the fundamental period. The

remainder of the cycle continues in this manner and, as shown graphically in
figure 5.3, the effective harmonic magnitude (also obtained by applying equation
(5.1) to the shaded portions) is zero. This illustrates the fact that there is no negative

sequence fundamental component present in the output of a QSW inverter.

V(T)

Fig 5.3: Eualuation of QSW negatiue sequence fundamental cornponent.

For completeness, consider the evaluation of the QSW negative sequence fifth
harmonic component. For the frfth harmonic, the observer's reference frame
rotates at five times the fundament-al frequency and so the angle subtended while
observing u1 during period 0 < t. i is ?, "r shown in figure 5.4. At the point in

t
time when t = i the observer again sees the inverter outputnvectorr?dvance by $.
From this point the next switching cycle involving uz (for time u 

< t < 5) n"o.""ds in
a similar fashion. As shown in frgure 5.4, the harmonic contribution of each

switching state adds constructively to yield a negative sequence fifth harmonic
component of a5r, = *.q zlsoo.UIE

(o),0) g

v(o) \f
v<3r

Fig 5.4: Eualuation of QSW negatiue sequenee fifth harmonic component.

(or,0) 8
v(0) \ n
v(l)
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While the QSW inverter provides a simple framework in which to graphically
present the DRT concepts, in reality the majority of PWM waveforms are more
complex than those analyzed above.

5.2.2 Analysis of &ncral PWM Waaeforms

fn more complex PWM generation strategies, such as the triangulation or space

vector modulation techniques, a reference vector us (of figure 5.1) is generatedby
selecting the immediately adjacent inverter output vectors for the appropriate
times. For example generation of a single PWM cycle using space vector
modulation produces the inverter output voltage vector sequence of

u0 -> rla -) ub -> u7 -> u7 -> ub -> us -) uQ

in which the definition of the switching times for each state has been previously
described in Chapter 3.

Figure 5.5(a) illustrates the DRT evaluation of a positive sequence fifth harrnonic in
a typical PWM waveform generated using space vector modulation with a

fundamental sinewave amplitude of 0.5pu and a carrier frequency (fc) six times that
of the reference sinusoid (fm). In this case the 5-th harmonic angle subtended, from
the observer's perspective, during time 0 < t < $ i, ai*riaed into portions defined by
the time spent at each of the inverter output states used (in the sequence defined
above) to approximate ur. The times denoted as "tb" in figure 5.5(a) represent the
time spent in state u5 of figure 5.1, although from the observer's point of view state
u5 is advanced by an angle of $ wittr respect to state u". Thus in figure 5.5(b) the t5
times have been spatially advanced by $ and the contribution of the null voltage
vector times (to, tz) has been ignored. Similar to the previous QSW example, at time
t = f the observer sees the inverter output instantaneously advance by $. Application
of equation (5.1) to the waveform in figure 5.5(b) and those PWM rycles defining the
remainder of the fundamental period produces a fifth harmonic positive sequence

magnitude of zero. In this fashion the harmonics of any PWM waveform can be

analyzed using the DRT, provided each change in inverter switching state is
reflected in an appropriate phase change from the obsen'er's perspective.
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Fig 5.5: Eualuation of positiue sequence fifth harmonic cornponent

(a) switching "tirnes" for one sisth of the fundarnental cycle,

(b) d,ecomposed, switching times of (a) with't6' tirnes ad'uanced' fu f.

Using the DRT technique the sequence of any subharmonic (frequency of which is
lower than that of the fundamental) components present in a PWM waveform can

also be determined. The impedance of an induction motor to subharmonic
frequencies is low and consequently a small voltage subharmonic can produce
appreciable cogging and pulsations in the motor shaft torque. The DRT evaluation

1

of the ;fu subharmonic is achieved by evaluating k fundamental cycles ?f 
PWM

waveform while the obseryer's reference framg rotates at a frequency of ;.. For
example, figure 5.6 shows the evaluation of the f nositive sequence subharmonic in
a QSW inverter. While only the first three sequential switchings are shown, it can

be seen that over one full rotation of the observer's reference frame the summation
of the shaded areas (which can be more rigourously computed using equation (5.1))

is zero as expected.

\ v(3)$ii*.

\*fry-n
,"" 

tttta

\,\,\,\,\/t,\,\,\,\, Tr)
?

T
v(0)

v(g)

Fig 5.6: Eualuation of thefj nositiue sequence subharmonic component.
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53 Verifrcation of DRT PWM Spectra

The DRT PWM spectra obtained via simulation using equation (5.1) were verified by
comparisons with both DFT and experimental results. The four pulsewidth
modulation algorithms used with the DRT were:

. Synchronous space vector modulation - fqlfm = 2L, sinewave amplitude =

0.75pu; figure 5.?, t

. Asynchronous space vector modulation - fs = 800H2, fm - 30H2, sinewave

amplitude = 0.50pu; figure 5.8,
. Hysteretic current forced PWM in a Voltage Sourced Reversible Rectifrer

t10l - Iref = 18Apk, Ihyst - 1.1A, fim = 50H2, 261 commutations per cycle;

figure 5.9,
o Delta modulation - sinewave amplitude reference 0.9pu, hysteresis band

magnitude = 0.1pu, 78 commutations per cycle; figure 5.10.

In all cases, except that of synchronous space vector, the PWM waveforms analyzed

were aperiodic necessitating the use of window functions [4,9] to minimize the
effects of spectral leakage arising from the end point discontinuities. In the DRT

analysis this spectral leakage produces a "noise floor" of positive and negative
sequence components, the effects of which can be reduced by combining two
harmonics of different sense (i.e. positive or negative) to produce a non-rotating zero

sequence vector, which can be ignored, plus remaining "uncancelled" positive and

negative frequency components. The results presented in figure 5.8, 5.9 and 5.10

were all windowed in the frequency domain, after the DRT analysis, using a
Hanning window.

Where possible the DRT spectra have been compared with experimentally
measured spectra and in all cases the agreement shown is commensurate with the

accuracy to which the PWM waveforms are generated in the inverter and reversible

rectifier systems. In the case of the reversible rectifi.er, figure 5.9, the lower order

harmonics shown (e.g. 5th, 7th) in the experimentally measured case are larger
than those calculated from the DRT due to the presence of these same low frequency

harmonics in the mains supply, which ser:\res as the rectifiers "reference" sinusoid

t111.

Comparison between the DRT and DFT analysis of the PWM line to line waveforms

also produces comparable results, although exact equivalence is only obtained for
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the synchronous space vector strategy. In the other modulation strategies the
PWM wavefonns in each of the three phases, and consequently each of the three
line voltages' are different producing three line voltage spectra which, for a given
harmonic, typically cluster around the harmonic magnitude determined from the
DRT. Typical differences in line spectra are illustrated in figure S.10(b) where
some of the larger magnitude delta modulation harmonics have been plotted with
the three adjacent components at each frequency corresponding to the three pWM
line waveforms. Thus, in the case of the delta modulator and other aperiodic pWM
strategies the DRT provides an accurate measure of the harmonics actually applied
to the motor whereas analyzing a single phase or line voltage waveform only
provides an approximate measure of the true harmonics seen by the motor.

Each of the DRT results in figures 5.? to 5.10 show the sequence of the pWM
harmonic components. In a triangulation modulator the sequence of a pWM
harmonic occuring at a frequency p.fc t q.f- is determined by:t q = 3.n, the harmonic is a common mode component and does not influence

the PWM voltage space vector; consequentty it does not feature in the DRT
results shown,

t q = 3.n - 1, the harmonic is a negative sequence component, and
' q = 3.n + 1, the harmonic is a positive sequence component.

where p, e, D are integers (i.e. n = 0,1,2...), and
f" and f- are the carrier and modulating waveform frequencies respectively.

The DRT, however, has the advantage of implicitly determining the sequence of the
PwM harmonics for any modulation scheme, including any subharmonic
components which can produce significant deleterious shaft torque cogging and
pulsation effects.
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Fig 5.7: synchronous space vector rnod,ulation pwM harmonics,
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5.4 Summar5r

While the DRT has been explained using simple graphical concepts, it is easily

applicable to any PWM waveform. Use of equation (5.1) within the framework of
these graphical concepts yields both the magnitude, relative phase angle and

sequence of the harmonic components evaluated. The form of equation (5.1) is itself
very similar to that of the traditional Fourier series/DFT, except that the DRT

technique uses a vectorial representation of the PWM wavefom.

In this Chapter the DRT has been applied to a range of pulsewidth modulation
strategies. The advantage of the DRT over other numerical harmonic analysis

techniques is that it evaluates the harmonics actually applied to the motor from all
three phases acting contemporaneously. In many cases, such as hysteretic or
asynchronous modulators, each PWM phase voltage waveform may be different
which makes DFT analysis of but a single line or phase waveform only an
approximation to the actual harrnonics applied to the motor.
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Chapter 6

MIMMIZATION OFVARIABLE SPEED DRIVE ACOUSTIC NOISE

6.l brtroduetion

In an idealized electric motor an applied voltage produces a motor flux which
interacts with the motor current to produce an output shaft torque (i.e. t = q x i).
This idealized model assumes that only the fundamental flux and current
components exist and that the motor is t00Vo efficient; that is, all the input electrical
power is converted into mechanical shaft torque. In such a scenario the motor
would be acoustically quiet. In reality however, there are many factors which
prevent the realization of an ideal electric motor.

fn a practical electric motor the acoustic noise emitted from the motor reflects the
physical construction details of the motor. For example, frgure 6.1 shows the
spectrum of the acoustic noise emitted from an induction motor (Appendix A.2)
running off a mains supply under various loading conditions. When running at
rated speed (nominally L500 rpm) the predominant noise source is windage noise,
although in the case of an inverter driven motor the windage noise is significantly
reduced at lower shaft speeds (fan air flow being proportional to the shaft speed).

All acoustic spectra and sound pressure level measurements detailed in this
Chapter were taken using a microphone located lm horizontally adjacent the
driven motor at shaft height; this position produced measurements typical of those
obtainable on a 1m hemisphere around the motor.

Many of the discrete or narrow band acoustic noise components of figure 6.1 are
attributable to physical construction imperfections in the motor, such as rotor and
stator slotting causing air-gap permeance variations, magnetic saturation,
eccentricity and asymmetries in the rotor and stator, magnetostriction, bearing and
fan noise tll. These construction imperfections produce flux and current
harmonics in the motor which interact to form deleterious electromagnetic
harmonic torques. The electromagnetic noise emitted from the motor is due to
magnetostriction of the motor laminations plus additional noise arising from
interactions between the stray electromagnetic harmonic torques and the
mechanical structure of the motor and its surroundings. The lower frequency
mechanical vibration and magnetostriction effects are typically transmitted
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through the mechanical structure while vibrations at higher frequencies (100 -
10kHz) are emitted as airborne radiation ll,2l.

When a motor is driven from a PWM inverter additional acoustic noise is produced

due to the rich harmonic content of the PWM waveforrns supplied to the motor [3].
For example, figure 6.2 illustrates the spectra of the acoustic noise, flux and
current for the three motor operating conditions of figure 6.1, except that in this
case the motor is driven from a fixed period PWM inverter, the output voltage
spectra of which is shown in trace (j). Acoustic noise is also emitted by the inverter
itself, usually from the DC bus inductor(s) (due to magnetostriction of the core

laminations), although this contribution is usually small compared to the noise
emitted from the driven motor.

The predominant harmonic components of the PWM voltage waveform (trace (i))
characterize t};.e current, flux and acoustic noise of the motor. The presence of the
additional PWM sourced acoustic noise serves to increase both the subjective
annoyance associated with the noise, as discussed previously in Section 1.4, and the
overall sound pressure level. Additionally, if a harmonic torque component
coincides with a natural resonance of either the motor or its environment then the
acoustic noise at that particular frequency will be accentuated. For example,
frgure 6.3 shows experimentally measured noise levels versus PWM switching
frequency for two 10hp motors (Appendices A.2, A.3) illustrating the presence and
influence of motor natural resonances. At higher shaft speeds (e.g. 1500 rpm) it
can be seen that the motor fan noise dominates the electromagnetic noise.

In a lightly staffed industrial environment, where a variable speed drive may be

used to attain more accurate process control or improved efficiency, the additional
PWM induced acoustic noise may not be a problem but in other situations, such as

office air conditioning air-handlers, the added noise is a distinct disadvantage. The
remaining sections of this Chapter detail a number of techniques for minimizing
the additional PWM induced acoustic noise emitted from an inverter driven motor.
A novel technique - Spread Spectrum Switching - is not discussed here but is the
subject of Chapter 7.
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62 Techniques for MnimizingVariable Speed fhive Acoustic Noise

6 2. 1 Ac oustie Insulation

In many circumstances the most practical noise reduction strategy is that of
reducing the efficiency with which the acoustic noise is radiated from the motor.
Low frequency vibrations, which are typically transmitted through the mechanical
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structures of the motor and its surroundings, can be reduced by stiffening the
supports of the motor structure to increase the frequency of any mechanical
vibration modes 12,4-61 and minimizing the transmission of vibration from the
motor to its surrounding struiture through the use of rubber anti-vibration
mountings. Radiation of high frequency (100 - 10kHz) airborne acoustic noise can
be reduced by installing the motor in a separate room or enclosure [7].

6.2.2 Imptooed PWM Waaeforrn &ncration

As discussed earlier, PWM drives produce additional acoustic noise which is
emitted from the driven motor due to the increased flux and current harmonics
produced by the PWM voltage waveform. One method of reducing the acoustic
noise is to generate an "optimal" PWM waveform with minimal harmonic content.
The drawback with this method is that the optimized PWM waveforms are usually
pre-computed "off-line" and stored in lookup tables, as discussed for the Harmonic
Elimination and Loss Minimized strategies in Chapter 2. For example, Takahashi
[8] reported a 15dB sound level reduction for low speed operation (0.17pu speed) and
a SdB reduction near rated speed when operating an AC PWM drive using
harmonically optimized PWM waveforms.

A second PWM waveform optimization technique, applicable to triangulation
modulators, involves adding triplen components to the modulator's reference
waveform in order to displace some of the PWM switching harmonic energy into
common mode (triplen) frequencies, producing (theoretically) a quieter modulator
[9,10]. A simple heuristic explanation of this technique can be given by considering
a generalized PWM waveform of magnitude t1. Equating the power (Vn1aS2) of the
PWM square wave to that obtained by summing the individual harmonic powers
gives,

+=1
where 8n = peak value of the nth voltage harmonic. This implies that, for a given
fundamental magnitude a1, the unwanted harmonic energT content of the PWM
phase voltage waveform is fixed at,

(6.1)

and forcing a portion of this harmonic energy into common mode frequencies
minimize the harmonics seen by the motor. For example, the PWM spectra

t
n=L

i ,.n2 . at2
22=r-2
n=2

will
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triangulation modulator, a triangulation modulator with 25Vo added third
harmonic [9] and a space vector modulator are depicted in figure 6.4 in which the
increased level of (dotted) common mode harmonics of the latter two modulation
strategies is evident.

Fig 6.4: PWM phase uoltage spectra

with comtnon mode
harmonics d.otted {f"lf^ = 21,

sinewaue amplitude = 0.75puJ

(a) triangulation modulator,
(b) triangulation rnodulator

with 25Vo added third
harmonic sinusoidal
distortion,

(c) space uector modulation.

A third and somewhat 'brute force' method of reducing the PWM waveform
harmonic content is to filter the inverter output [1lJ. This solution is only practical
for inverters operating at high switching frequencies (very effective at ultrasonic
switching rates [12,13]) as for lower switching frequencies (-lkHz) the power
dissipation and bulky nature of the frlter makes it a less appealing option.

6.2.3 Variation of Motor Fhn I*aeI

The main magnetic flux in an induction motor passes across the air gap producing
radial forces on the stator and rotor, with consequent noise and vibration, plus the
tangential forces which give rise to the electromagnetic shaft, torque and tangential
vibrations. The air gap magneto-motive force (mmf) of an induction machine
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consists of a fundamental term in addition to many harmonic components

dependent on the number of phases, the number and shape of the slots, the

arrangement of the conductors in the winding, properties of the motor iron and the

presence of any harmonics in the applied terminal voltage. Additionally, the

airgap permeance (A) contains harmonic components arising from dissymmetries,

eccentricity, saturation and slotting effects which produces a resultant airgap flux
density (B, where B = mmf x A) containing many sum and difference space and

time (current) harmonic components.

From first principles it can be shown that the force per unit area (stress 6e) between

two magnetic conductors (e.g. iron in a motor) carrying a magnetic flux is given by

[14],
82oB=:-

z llo
and so the equivalent radial and tangential stresses in an induction motor due to

the airgap flux will be given by,
Br2,*

S" = * anc q = o.,r'llo ., ILO

where Br and 81 are the radial and tangential air gap flux densities respectively.
(The definition of os" in this context is ofben called the Maxwell Stress Theorem

[3,15,16]). These radial magnetic forces, acting between the stator and rotor, are a

major source of acoustic noise and vibration as they cause mechanical deformation
of the motor stator and rotor. Thus, an obvious solution to minimize this magnetic

noise source is to reduce the motor airgap flux level. Additionally, any PWM

sourced current harmonics interact predominantly with the fundamental motor

flux (the magnitude of any higher frequency flux harmonics are negligrbly small as

seen in figure 6.2 (b), (e) and (h)) and at reduced flux levels the resultant torque
pulsations and vibrations from these harmonic currents will be reduced.

Determining the motor flux level requires a compromise between the demands for a
fast dynamic response, necessitating that flux to be held constant at its rated

magnitude, and the desire for a quieter drive, requiring the flux level to be reduced

for low motor loads. In work performed by other authors [17,18] on inverter drives

with dynamic motor flux control, up to 20dB noise level reductions have been

reported in cases where an unloaded motor is driven at 257o of rated flux level [18].

For example, figure 6.4 shows plots of sound pressure level obtained when driving
an induction motor at various motor fluxing levels; the flux control strategy used,

uizBoys and Walton [18,19], dynamically controls the flux to equal the square root of

s



the load torque. The .noise level reduction is a major advantage of this strategy,

especially at low speeds where the motor fan noise isn't predominant.
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(a) Motor (4.2),
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6.2.4 Wtrasonic P$WI Sutitching Frcquenaics

Most commercially available power semiconductor switching devices have useful

switching frequencies in the range of 1 to 5kHz, which coincides with the region of
the ear's greatest sensitivity to loudness and annoyance (figure 1.6). One solution
to this noise problem is to shift the PWM noise out of the human audio range
through the use of ultrasonic (-20+kHz) switching rates. In practice however the
implementation of ultrasonic inverter drives has been limited to low power levels
(-< 10hp) using IGBT's, MOSFET's and the more recently reported MCT switching
devices as ultrasonic switches for high power levels currently do not exist, and even

at low powers the "cost" of added Watts of power dissipation per kHz switching rate
often constrains their usage 112,L3,20,2L1. Furthermore, another largely
unquantified effect, which would be enhanced with ultrasonic switching rates, is
the degradation of the motor winding insulation due to the steep fronted PWM
voltage pulses, resulting in a shorter life expectancy for the motor [22-24].

In the psycho-acoustic and otology literature there have been reported a number of
cases of workers suffering from headaches, tinnitus, nausea and unusual fatigue
when exposed to high levels of high frequency noise and ultrasound (SPL typically
>80-90d8) [25-29]. These reports describe the use of ultrasonic welding or cleaning

tools which emitted both ultrasonic noise and ofben a high level of high frequency

audible noise, which may in itself have caused the reported subjective effects. In
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an AC drive environment an ultrasonic switching frequency (e.g. 20kHz) will
reduce the resultant PWM current harmonics by 26dB compared to a lkHz
switching rate (due to the increased motor impedance at 20kHz), with the
consequent advantage of minimizing the generation of electromagnetic noise.

6.2.5 Canicr FrcquerrLXt Selectian

One disadvantage with PWM waveform generation is that the unwanted switching
harmonics occur as discrete (tonal) components. If a PWM switching harmonic is
coincident with a natural resonance of either the motor or its environment, then the
acoustic noise at that particular frequency will be accentuated as illustrated in
figure 6.3. In order to alleviate this problem Hitachi [30] have developed an AC
drive in which the carrier frequency is user selectable (from 19 types) to allow
tuning of the motor sound and avoidance of any resonances.

6.3 Summar5l

The predominant acoustic noise source in electric motors is harmonics of the motor
flux and current which interact to produce high frequency torque pulsations and
vibrations. Within a conventional mains supplied motor there are many harmonic
sources - the utilization of a PWM voltage source further increases the harmonic
content of the motor flux and current.

Due to the discontinuous nature of a PWM waveform switching harmonics must
exist (equation (6.1)) and despite improvements in waveform modulation techniques
the acoustic noise emitted from fixed period PWM drives is characteristically tonal
and subjectively annoyrng. Dynamic flux control and ultrasonic switching
frequencies are application specific solutions while the carrier frequency selection
paradigm offers a novel method of minimizing noise generation while using low
(few kHz) switching frequencies. The recurrent problem is still that of tonal noise
generation, which is inherently overcome in hysteretic modulators and by the
Spread Spectrum Switching technique proposed in the next Chapter.
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ChapterT

SPREAD SPECTRUM SWITCHING

7.1[rtroduction

Pulse width modulated waveforms used in AC and DC drives are composed of a
desired fundamental frequency waveform plus a number of high frequency
switching harmonics, the frequencies of which are related to multiples of both the
PWM switching frequency and the reference waveform frequency. As was
discussed in the previous Chapter ($6.2.2), a PWM waveform of a given magnitude
has a fixed harmonic energy content which is inherently produced in the
modulation process. Much of the early research on modulation was concerned
with the minimization of added motor harmonic loss produced by the PWM
waveforms. More recently however, PWM modulators have matured to such a
degree that formerly secondary issues, such as generation of additional motor
acoustic noise, are now of concern.

As illustrated in the previous Chapter, the acoustic noise emitted from a motor
driven by a fixed period (constant switching frequency) PWM AC inverter is
characterized by combs of tonal components clustered about multiples of the PWM
switching frequency (figure 6.2). Psycho-acoustic research by other authors (as

reported in Section 1.4) has established that:

' narrow band or tonal acoustic noise is subjectively more annoying than
broadband noise of equal energy, and

o the 1 - 6kHz switching frequency of modern semiconductor power switches
coincides with the region of greatest annoyance for human listeners, with
the lower frequencies in that range being less annoyrng.

These two factors effectively increase the subjective annoyance associated with the
acoustic noise emitted from fixed period PWM drives.

This Chapter presents a novel technique for minimizing the subjective annoyance
associated with fixed period AC and DC PWM drives. This technique, denoted here
as Spread Spectrum Switching (SSS), involves breaking up the regular tonal
spectrum of a PWM drive by varying the instantaneous PWM switching frequency
from one cycle to the next. In this stratery the instantaneous switching frequency
varies pseudo-randomly over a wide bandwidth, while the average switching
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frequency is unchanged. This has the effect of significantly reducing the perceived
annoyance of the acoustic noise emitted from the driven motor as the tonal
components which previously dominated the acoustic spectrum have been smeared
into a wideband "white" noise.

The concept of randomly varying or "dithering" a physical parameter to minimize
the generation of tonal acoustic noise has been reported in a number of applications,
such as:

. using unevenly spaced ("angle modulated") fan blades to reduce the regular
periodic disturbance caused by evenly spaced blades rotating at the shaft
frequency t1-51. Krishnappa [1J has reported reductions in the fundamental
'blade passing frequency' tone of 20dB when sinusoidally modulating
(maximum angular deviation of 15o) a 12 bladed fan.

o reduction of tonal noise generated by a circular saw blade (for abattoir usage)

by stochastically positioning the blade teeth [6].
o reduction of acoustic noise annoyance in PWM inverter drives using pseudo-

randomly modulated carrier frequencies [7,8].

The common result achieved with these different implementations of dither
strategies is the reduction of any particular harmonic components (tones) plus the
generation of additional sideband components related to the dithered variable.
Additionally, it is interesting to note that the overall sound pressure levels are
essentially unchanged when a dither technique is used. In the case of SSS in PWM
inverters, the PWM switching harmonic energ'y is independent of the actual
switching frequency (equation (6.1)) indicating that the sound level will be
unchanged in a SSS implementation; any sound level reduction achieved with a SSS

strategy comes about from either minimal or non-excitation of resonances
previously excited in the constant switching frequency implementation

72 SSS applid to PWMVariable Sbeedfhives

The basic concept of the PWM process is that power flow is proportional to the duty
cycle of the PWM waveform, and is ideally independent of the switching period.
Within this framework frgure 7.1 illustrates a method of formulating a SSS PWM
waveform for use in a DC chopper drive. In this case a bandlimited random
"dither" variable d(f) is combined with the average switching frequency f."*, to form
an instantaneous switching frequency defining the PWM period for one (or more)
PWM cycles. (Note that this implementation, which was used to implement SSS in
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a DC chopper, inherently generates a pink (-3dB/octave) noise weighting due to the
inversion of the instantaneous switching frequencies to periods. In the AC SSS

modulator however, the pseudo-random PWM switching periods were pre-

computed off-line and tabulated in EPROM; in this case the distribution of the
dithered switching periods was compensated for the effective inversion inherent in
the modulation process.)

d(0,
random
dither

Duty Cycle
Reference Level. (Gl)

Fig 7.7: SSS PWM waueform formulation for a DC driue.

In an AC or DC PWM drive the PWM switching frequency is limited by physical
constraints of the drive system. Relatively long PWM periods cause signifrcant
current ripple necessitating increased power semiconductor device ratings to
conduct the peak current as well as generating additional motor harmonic loss and
shaft torque pulsations. The minimum period is constrained by either the pulse

width computation time (in a digital system) or by the maximum switching rate of
the power semiconductors used. With the common usage of IGBTs and power
transistors, inverter switching frequency bandwidths of 1-10kHz and t-ikHz
respectively are becoming attainable in relatively high power levels (-400A). These

bandwidths allow for a large dispersion of the PWM switching harmonics using a

SSS strategy; although the DC and AC drive implementations used in this Thesis
show that significantly smaller bandwidths still prove satisfactory.

7.2. 1 Spectrurn'Shapirq" Considcrations

The introduction of a SSS strategy significantly reduces the perceived acoustic
annoyance compared to a constant frequency drive. By suitably tailoring the
dither/spread spectrum noise function further small improvements in annoyance
can be achieved. Some possible dither weighting functions are,

o uniformly distributed - figure 7.2(a) - this is considered the bench-mark
strategy as it results in the least harmonic energ"y per unit frequency

Dither€d
PWM
signallr-av
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bandwidth. The uniformly distributed switching periods can either be pre-
computed and stored in lookup tables or evaluated on-line using a Pseudo
Random Binary Sequence (PRBS). As mentioned previously, a true uniform
distribution wasn't attainable in the SSS DC chopper implementation as the
modulator inherently produced a 3dB/octave roll-off of the switching
frequency distribution (due to the instantaneous switching frequency
inversion of figure 7.1).

3dB/octave pink noise - figure 7 .2(b) - the advantage of this weighting function
is the reduction of higher frequency components, which are subjectively
more annoying than lower frequency component ($1.4). Additionally this
strategy will have a lower average switching frequency, due to the
predominance of lower frequency switchings, resulting in reduced inverter
commutation losses. A SdB/octave roll-off can be achieved by formulating
the spread spectrum switching frequencies as a set of uniformly distributed
PWM periods which, when inverted to frequencies, give the required roll-off-
as occurs inherently in the SSS DC chopper implementation of figure 7.1.
squared pink noise - figure 7.2(c) - this stratery further accentuates the low
frequency switchings and is obtained by squaring a uniformly distributed
random variable. While the squaring does produce a theoretical pole in the
dither probability density function, the realization of the distribution in real
time with a PRBS is relatively easy. In the DC chopper case the squared
pink noise distribution included an additional 3dB/octave frequency roll-off
(for reasons discussed previously) and so is referred to here as modified
squared pink noise.

squared blue noise - figure 7.2(d) - this strategy is conceptually similar to
squared pink noise, except that the high frequency components are
accentuated rather than the lower frequency ones.

These selected dither strategies illustrate the flexibility that is available to shape the
PWM harmonic spectrum, and consequently the acoustic noise, to suit particular
applications. Other factors to be considered are the switching bandwidth required
before which the noise is noticeably less objectionable, and the number of times the
same frequency can be reused consecutively before an "tonality" is detected in the
resultant acoustic noise.

7.22 Symmetriaal PWM Pulse Positioning

In the discussion above it was stated that the power flow in a PWM modulator is
solely dependent on the waveform duty cycle and is independent of the switching
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frequency (ignoring all second order effects such as lockout times and switching
delays). This is only true in the case where the PWM pulse is symmetrical. For
example, consider the DC chopper circuit shown in figure 7.3 where the connected

DC motor is represented by an inductance L and a back emf term E.

Fig 72:

Fig 7.3: PWM DC ehopper and rnotor equiualent cireuit.

If the PWM switching points are defined by the single intersection of a sawtooth
waveform and a fixed reference level, then the resultant motor current is of the
form shown in frgure 7.4(a). In this asymmetrical sawtooth modulator (figure
7.aGD the average motor current I is given by,

(c)

Various dither (d(il probability density functions
(a) Uniformly distributed,
(b) SdB /octaue pink noise,

(e) Squared pink noise,

(d) Squared blue noise.

(d)

{abscissa represents frequencyJ

PDF(dtfl)

1;

Y r 1 (1 -a).T.E
r = IDCmin+ 2'T-
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where IDC-i' can be considered as constant at a given speed (back emf).
The point to note here is that the average value of the triangular "ripple" current
superimposed on IDc-i' is a function of the PWM period T. Thus in a SSS PWM
chopper, in which the PWM periods may vary widely, the motor current and speed
will be dependent on the average PWM switching frequency. A solution to this
problem is the symmetrical sawtooth modulator of figure 7.4(b). In this case the
curent ripple is symmetrical about each half of the PWM period, resulting in an
average current independent of the switching period.

In an AC PWM drive symmetrical pulse positioning is more complex. Space vector
modulation is inherently more symmetrical about the DC bus mid-point than the
traditional triangulation technique (as can be seen by observing the DC bus
currents), although within a single PWM cycle there is an unavoidable degree of
asymmetry due to the "asymmetrical" sampling (refer $2.3.1) of the reference
sinusoid waveforms. Any influence of PWM switching frequency on motor speed
has not been noticed in the space vector PWM drive used in this Thesis (1kHz < fc <

 kIJz), although SSS implementation on a DC chopper did show noticeable speed
variation with carrier frequency variation (500H2 < fc < 1.5kHz), especially under
no-load conditions where the amature current was discontinuous.
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Fig 7.4: Sawtooth DC choppers (symbols d.efined in figure 7.3; d = duty cycle, 0S a Sil
(a) traditional (asymmetrical) sauttooth rnodulator,

(b) syrnmetrical sawtooth modulator.
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73 SSS inlrc Drives

7.3. 1 Erperimcnt al Implemcntation

The initial evaluation of the SSS technique involved implementing a SSS PWM

chopper for a DC motor drive [8]. The experimental setup, shown in figure 7.5,

used a Digital Signal Processor [9] to generate real time dithered triangle
waveforms which were then compared to a fixed reference level to generate the
PWM signal controlling the DC chopper. The two spread spectrum switching
strategies used were 3dB/octave pink noise (fc"*, = 1000H2) and a modified squared
pink noise distribution (fsr, = 833H2) with switching frequencies ranging over the
bandwidth of 500 to 1500H2.

Dithered PWM

*oru*,

Duty Cycle
Reference Level , (0-1) AC Generator

and Load

Fig 7.5: SSS DC Chopper experimental setup.

7.3.2 Erperimcntal Rcsuhs a nd. Discussion

As shown in the measured results, figures 7.6 and 7.7, t}ae proposed spread
spectrum switching technique effectively eliminates the dominant tones from the
acoustic spectra of the constant frequency chopper. Subjectively the annoyance
associated with the noise emitted from the motor is significantly reduced as the
character of the the noise has been changed from a "tonal whine" to a "throaty"
broadband sound.

The 3dB/octave pink noise stratery (figures 7.6(a) and 7.7(a)) results in the least
PWM switching energ'y per unit frequency bandwidth, compared to the alternative
squared pink noise strategy, and so minimizes the excitation of any particular
resonance. However a side effect of spreading the switching energ"y over a large
bandwidth is that additional resonances of the motor and its environment, not
previously excited in the undithered implementation, may now be excited. This

DC
motor
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additional excitation effect can be seen in both figures 7.6(a) and ?.?(a) where the
excitation of a lightly damped natural resonance at 1200H2 produces an enhanced
narrow band of acoustic energy, the magnitude of which exceeds the original
constant switching frequency fundamental component (at 1000H2). This 1200H2
resonant peak is not audibly perceptible as it is largely masked by the increased
background noise level inherently produced by the switching frequency dither
stratery. When comparing the L200Hz peak magnitude with the original tonal
component at 1000II2 it should be noted that the 1000H2 component is in fact an
infrnitely narrow tone ("line spectra"), the frequency resolution of which has been
reduced due to the use of a Hann window before taking the Fast Fourier Transform
of the acoustic noise measurement, whereas the 7200H2 peak is a broader resonant
peak response. Above the frequency range of the dithered fundamental frequency
components (500 - 1500H2) the spread spectrum noise spectra contains minimal
tonal noise components.

Interestingly it was found that the spread spectrum switching technique leaves the
overall sound level practically unchanged with the A weighted sound levels (Table
7.1) for the different PWM strategies being very similar. These observations of the
reduced annoyance level and yet largely unchanged sound level concur with the
findings of Yang [2] from experiments involving the noise emitted from dithered fan
blades.

In the course of the experimental work it was noted that the motor used (Appendix
A.1) had a natural resonance coincident with the original (constant) switching
frequency of the chopper (1000 Hz). Indeed a major disadvantage of constant
frequency PWM drives is that they concentrate the PWM switching energy into
(tonal) harmonics so that any switching harmonic coinciding with a natural
resonance of the motor or its environment will be accentuated.

In the author's opinion, the squared pink noise strategy was less annoying than the
SdB/octave pink stratery as the reduction of the high frequency components reduced
the harshness of the motor noise. For example, by comparing figures 7.6(a) and (b)

it can be seen that there has been an 8 dB reduction in the magnitude of the 1,220 Hz
resonance in the squared pink noise case.

Another type of dither strategy investigated involved tailoring the dither function so

that a known resonance was minimally excited. While this specific tailoring of the
dither signal is a feasible solution, it is not a truly general purpose technique as
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prior knowledge of the.motor's natural resonant frequencies is required in order to

select the dither function.

The real-time generation of the randomized switching periods for the SSS DC

chopper was performed using a pseudo random binary sequence (PRBS). It was

found that the minimum sequence length before which periodicity in the emitted
motor noise could be detected was 1023 samples, which gives a!.2 second sequence

repeat time for the squared pink noise dither. The PRBS periodicity is largely

masked by the low frequency background noise of the motor, thereby allowing
relatively short sequence lengths. In the previous results the instantaneous

switching frequency was updated every sawtooth (switching) cycle. Decreasing the

update rate to two sawtooth cycles per frequency update was the threshold before

which the instantaneous switching frequencies became perceptible. In the case of
the instantaneous switching frequency bandwidth, the minimum acceptable

bandwidth was 600 Hz which gave rise to a raspy white noise from the motor.

Maximizing the SSS bandwidth within the physical constraints of the chopper and

motor further decreases the annoyance of the resulting motor noise.

PWM Modulation Stratery Operating Conditions

550 rpm 800 rpm

Sound Level Figure Sound Level Figure

Unchopped DC

Constant Frequency

3dB/octave Pink SSS

Modified Squared Pink SSS

67 dBA
86 dBA
88 dBA
83 dBA

7.6(a)

7.6(a)

7.6(b)

82 dBA
85 dBA

88 dBA
87 dBA

i.r,^,
7.7(a)

7.7&)

Table 7.1: Modulation Strategy and resulting Sound Pressure Leuel. Sound pressure leuel

rrcasureftLent errors are the order of 2 dB.
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7.4 SSS inAC lhives

7.4. 1 F.xperim,ent al Implementation

An experimental SSS AC PWM inverter was implemented using an IGBT inverter
bridge with real-time microprocessor based waveform generation and motor
control, as detailed in Appendix B. The space vector modulation stratery detailed
in Section 3.3.3 was used with an inverter switching bandwidth of lkHz to 4kHz (i.e.

L25psec < T < 500psec). The instantaneous pseudo-random switching periods, T,

were pre-computed off-line and stored in an EPROM lookup table.

7.4.2 F,*perim.ental Results a nd. Diseussion

As with the DC chopper, the use of a SSS strategy in an AC PWM inverter
significantly reduced the perceived annoyance of the acoustic noise emitted from the

driven motor. As previously, the sound pressure level is largely unchanged by the
introduction of the SSS strategy.

Figure ?.8 illustrates plots of the motor acoustic noise, motor flux, line current and

applied voltage, trace (i), for operation at rated speed and a range of loads; these
plots can be compared directly with those of figure 6.2 which were obtained under
the same conditions using a fixed frequency PWM stratery. These traces illustrate
the effectiveness of the SSS strategy in eliminating the PWM switching harmonics.

In the resultant acoustic spectra, figure 7.8(a), (d) & (g), the only significant tonal
components occur around 1500H2 due to the placement of a shaft speed transducer
in the cooling air stream of motor (A.1); this transducer functions very effectively as

a siren above rated motor speed! The remainder of the acoustic spectrum is atonal
with any narrow band resonances being imperceptible against the (nominally)

white noise background. The motor flux, current and PWM voltage spectra of
figure 7.8 are distinguished from those in figure 6.2 by the absence of any discrete

PWM switching harmonics.
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The "instantaneous" effects of a SSS PWM strategy are easily observed in the space

vector representations of the motor flux and current. Figure 7.9(a) and (b)

illustrate the flux and current space vector loci obtained with a SSS stratery (1kHz <
fc < 4kHz), plus plots of these quantities for constant switching operation at the

upper and lower switching frequency limits of the SSS strategy, traces (c) to (f).
Superimposed on the flux vector loci shown are short radial segments representing
the duration of the null voltage vector times - times during which the inverter
output line voltages are zeto. The randomised PWM periods can be observed in
figure 7.2(a) as the angle subtended between pairs of the null voltage vector
segments (equivalent to the active modulation time T6 of $3.3.2) is random, as is the

length of the null voltage vector segments. For a constant switching stratery,
figure 7.2(c) and (e), the overall PWM period is constant while both the null voltage
vector times and T6 are cosinusoidally modulated as a function of intrasextant
angular displacement (equation (3.3)), as is easily seen in the lkHz case where the

null voltage vector times are relatively long. The current vector loci for the SSS and

two fixed period PWM strategies are illustrated in figure 7.9(b), (d) and (f)
respectively. The SSS current vector displays a random ripple magnitude with the

maximum ripple corresponding to that of a lklJz PWM cycle, highlighting the fact

that the inverter power switches must be rated for the current peak associated with
the lowest switching frequency.
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Fig 7.9 (a): Motor (A.2) flux uector locus when supplied by SSS PWM inuerter {fm = 30H2,

0.4pu rated load, TkHz < fc s 4kHz, frou = 2.2kHz, 76 uniformly distributed
switching frequencies, rnotor operated at rated fluxJ,

Fig 7.9 (b): Motor (A.2) curcent uector locus when supplicd by SSS inuerter of (a),
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Fig 7.9 (c): Motor (A.2) flux uector locus when supplied by PWM inverter {fm = B1Hz, 0.4pu
rated load, fs = 7kHz, motor operated at rated fluxJ,

Fig 7.9 (d): Motor (A.2) cunent vector Locus when supplied by PWM inuerter of (c),



Fie 7.9 (e): Motor (A.2) flux uector locus when supplied, by PWM inuerter {fm = J\Hz, 0.4pu
rated lnad, f, = AkHz, motor operated at rated, fluxJ,

Fis 7.9 (fl: Motor (A-2) current uector Locus when supplicd. by PWM inuerter of (e).
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As discussed previously the resultant spectrum of the acoustic noise is influenced
by three main factors in a SSS strategy,

o the bandwidth over which the instantaneous switching frequencies are

spread,
o the spread spectrum switching sequence length, i.e. the number of

randomized switchings before the sequence repeats, and
o the "shape" or probability density function of the switching spectrum.

Measurement of the acoustic spectra versus spread spectrum bandwidth are shown

in figure 7.10. As would be expected, these results show the compromise between

noise annoyance reduction and switching bandwidth requirements. As the
bandwidth is reduced, greater amounts of "noise" are concentrated into narrower
bands (about harmonics of the switching frequency, especially 3f. in the case of

motor (A.2)), which both increases the subjective annoyance and also increases the

excitation of resonances in the drive system, as reflected in the increasing sound

pressure level measurements. It is interesting to note that in this figrrre the sound

level reduces from 86 dBA with a constant frequency modulator (figure 7.10(h)) tn 77

dBA for the SkHz bandwidth SSS modulator (figure 7.10(a)) due to the minimized
excitation of motor resonances previously obserued in figure 6.3(a). Subjectively the
acoustic annoyance became noticeably greater for bandwidths less than or equal to
500H2, which coincides with the prevalence of a narrow band of energy centered on
7.Sk}lz (3fJ in the results of figure 7.10.

Similar results were also obtained when varying the spread spectrum switching
sequence length, as illustrated in figure 7 .11. In this case, reducing the sequence

length increases the harmonic switching energy attributable to a particular
frequency, producing an acoustic noise spectrum that becomes more
characteristically tonal. In the experimental setup used it was subjectively judged

that a sequence length of 32 frequencies was the minimum before which an
annoying tonality was perceived, although the results of figure 7.11 show the
advantage of choosing a higher sequence length (e.g. 4096 or 512) as the noise adopts

a more continuous form with less discrete components. Overall the effects of
reducing either the switching (carrier) frequency bandwidth or sequence length is a
compromise described by,

Iirnit [acoustic spectrum characteristics] = tonal (fixed period) spectrum
SSS corrier bondwid.th --+0o" sss sequence length -> 1

ln
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The third factor influencing the acoustic spectrum is the "shaping" of the switching
dither function, as discussed in Section 7.2.L, and in this respect the results of the

AC SSS inverter deviated from the DC SSS chopper. It was found that with the SSS

AC inverter that spectral shaping had minimal influence on the acoustic spectrum,

while subjectively the differing dither functions produced the expected results, i.e.

pink noise switching functions are less annoying due to the lower average

switching frequency with the converse being true for the blue noise case. The

difference between the AC and DC SSS implementations in this case can be

explained in terms of the original tonal (fixed period) acoustic spectra (e.g. figures

7.6(a) and 6.2(a)). In the DC case the spectrum is dominated by the fundamental
switching frequency component, which characterizes the the resultant SSS acoustic

noise. With an AC inverter the constant switching frequency spectrum is
composed of a number of components distributed widely across the acoustic

bandwidth and, when these are smeared together, they interact with each other to
produce a more disperse noise spectrum with less concentration of energy in one

frequency band - as occurred for the fundamental component in the SSS DC

chopper. This is illustrated by trying to generate music (by outputting discernible
tones (switching frequencies)) on a SSS PWM drive. With the DC chopper, music
generation is relatively simple with the emitted tones being clear and perceptible.

However, with the AC inverter the resultant desired musical tones are somewhat
"Iost" in a background of white noise.

75 Discussion and Surrrmary

The major result found with both the AC and DC implementations of the spread

spectrum switching PWM is that the perceived annoyance associated with the
acoustic noise emitted from the driven motor is significantly reduced compared to a
fixed period (tonal) modulation strategy. This is achieved by smearing out the
original tonal acoustic spectrum, which characterizes fixed period PWM
modulators, by randomly varying the PWM switching frequency over a wide
bandwidth. The most general spread spectrum strategy is a uniform distribution
of the switching frequencies across the operational bandwidth of the PWM
modulator. This results in the lowest level of harmonic energ"y per unit bandwidth
and as such will minimize the excitation of any resonances of either the motor or its
environment. Any resonant frequencies excited by this distributed harmonic
energ:y are not audibly perceptible above the increased atonal background noise.

Subjectively a small improvement in annoyance, compared to the uniform
switching distribution, can be achieved by weighting the switching spectrum to
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include less high frequency switchings as these are more annoying than lower
frequency ones.

The overall sound pressure level (A weighted) was largely unchanged by the SSS

strategy, with the only sound level reduction occurring due to the minimized
excitation of any resonances of the motor or its environment. This is not
unexpected as the overall switching harmonic energy imparted to the motor is
equivalent in both fixed period and SSS modulation strategies; the only difference is
the excitation of noise sources. Additionally, it must be noted that the A-weighted
scale does not adequately represent the spectral features of sounds which are
significant for the perception of annoyance [101. This lack of spectral information is
often accounted for by adding a correction term to the A-weighted sound level when
one or more tones are present [11,12]. For example, AS2107 [13] proposes that a
correction factor of +5dB be added to A-weighted sound pressure level
measurements to account for the presence of audible tones or narrow band signals
within the ambient sound level of a building interior.

In both the AC and DC SSS implementations the original (fixed period) tonal noise
spectra were eliminated and an atonal acoustic noise was produced. While the
overall result is the same, SSS in AC and DC drives has a fundamental difference
associated with the differing PWM harrronic structures. In the DC drive case the
acoustic spectra is dominated by the fundamental switching frequency component,
and the SSS stratery must maxirnise the dispersion of this one component. In the
AC drive however, the acoustic spectrum reflects the PWM voltage spectrum,
consisting of combs of harmonics centered on multiples of the switching frequency,
and compared to the DC case is more "acoustically simple" to smear out due to the
increased number of components. In this respect the space vector modulation
stratery offers two advantages:

. firstly it has a more disperse spectrum than a triangulation modulator, as

shown in figure 3.8(a) & (b), and
. secondly it forces a portion of the PWM harmonic energ-y into common mode

components which are transparent to the motor (figure 6.4).

In a practical drive the SSS bandwidth is limited by the (ripple) current capabilities
of the switching devices during the low frequency switching cycles while the PWM
computational time requirements often limit the maximum switching frequency.
In this respect a SSS modulator requires the best of both worlds - high current
power switches and a fast modulation implementation - but has the redeeming
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advantage of producing a more acoustically pleasant drive using relatively low (few

kHz) switching rates which are easily achievable using currently available power

switching devices.
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Chapter 8

RE SOLUTION CORRECTED MODUI,ATION:
TTIE PRACTICAL REALIZATION OF IDEAL PWM \MA\TEFORMS

S.l hrtroduction

Many techniques for microprocessor based PWM waveform generation have been
proposed over the years with each technique being particularly suited to specific
applications, but one extant problem common to all these techniques is the physical
realization of the "ideal" PWM waveform computed in the microprocessor. The

majority of recently reported inverter drives use 16 bit microprocessors to perform
the waveform modulation tasks, grving an ideal resolution of 1 in 65536, or an error
of less than 0.0015Vo. However, in terms of practical waveform realization this
accuracy cannot be achieved. There are two main sources of timing errors within
an inverter, as illustrated in figure 8.1; namely,

' the power semiconductor switches of the inverter bridge which introduce
switching delays (predominantly the storage time) of typically 1 to 16psec.

These delays define the minimum pulsewidth that can be practically
generated by the inverter. Furthermore, the power semiconductor
switching delays necessitate the use of lockout times, as discussed in Section
3.5, which prevent shoot-through occurring at the expense of corrupting the
ideal PWM waveform.

o resolution/quantization limitations of the hardware timer used to realize a
PWM waveform from the ideal switching times generated in the
microprocessor.

This Chapter discusses these errors, specifically those associated with finite timer
resolution, and advances techniques for minimizing their effects.

The space vector modulator used for the experimental measurements detailed in
this chapter used an Intel MCS-96 family microcontroller [1] which includes a
number of peripherals, one of which is a timing module suitable for generating 3Q

PWM waveforms, on board the microprocessor chip. The particular
microcontroller used, 80C196KB, has a timer resolution of $ Ur"c. The "ideal" space

vector PWM switching times (tg, t", fu and t7) were generated using the algorithm
proposed in Section 3.3.3, with these times being sequentially summed and
downloaded to the timing module in the format shown in figure 8.2.
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Fig 8.7: Typical digital, transistorized inuerter schematic with corresponding timing
waueforms. {Note: Iockout time insertion not explicitly shown on hardware
schematic yet includcd in timing waveforms.J
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Fig 8.2: Space uector switching times defining a typical 3Q PWM cycle.

The significance of a PWM timing error can be illustrated by considering the PWM
waveform shown embolded in figure 8.2. For this single pulse the average output
voltage is given as

Voc.(tg+h+t6'+ts')
"rav ZT

where VDc = (+Vps; - (-Voc), and is nominally 560V for a 400V 3g mains system.
For a nominally zero output voltage

h+ta = t6+t7
but an error of one complete time step in any of these times changes this ideal zero
quite significantly. At the maximum modulating frequency used here (4kHz) the
period T is 125psec and the change in output voltage caused by an error ofone count
is given by

AV-
560V * f rc".

125psec

=6V
Thus an ideal zero can only be achieved to the nearest 6 volts and perhaps more
significantly output waveforms can also only be defined to the nearest 6 volts on any
particular switching sequence. This error is small compared with the rated motor

-vD
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voltage (400V/{3 typically) but at low frequencies where the motor voltage
magnitude is reduced it is very significant indeed.

Maintaining a nominally constant flux in a CIM ideally d.ictates that the motor
airgap voltage to frequency ratio be held constant. In practice the stator winding
volt drop necessitates the addition of a boost voltage component in the terminal
voltage, producing the voltage/frequency relationship shown in frgure g.B (solid).
In this case the rated DC boost voltage is the order of 16V. Additionally the scalar
control algorithm used, viz Boys and Walton [2], dynamically scales the motor flux
as a function of the load torque (i.e. motor flux * motor current ". {lo.a to"G)
which requires the generation of the voltage/frequency relationships shown dotted
in figure 8.3. While a timer resolution of fi Fsec, corresponding to error voltages of
6V, may appear negligible, at low shaft sfeeds and reduced flux levels an error of
this magnitude is significant and hay, at very low frequencies, cause the order of
50Vo full load current to flow.

Motor
Terminal
Voltage

16V

Frequency (Hz) 50

Fig 8.3: Motor terrninal uoltage lfrequency relationships for the
algorithrn of Boys and Walton [2J using rnotor (A.S).

These timing enors become even more significant at higher pWM switching
frequencies. In the case discussed previously the ratio of the timer resolution to the
space vector cycle period, T of figure g.2, was

4
3 Fsec 1

=-125Psec - 93.75'

equivalent to slightly less than Z bit (1 in 12g) accuracy. However, for an ultrasonic
modulator with a 2lklJz switching rate, T now becomes 2bpsec and the ratio of the
timer resolution to T is

dynamic flux control

ln



4
3 lrsec 1

-'.8.75,25psec I
equivalent to just over 4 bit (1 in 16) accuracy. Hence, for faster PWM switching
frequencies the effects of timer resolution in introducing the output voltage errors
discussed previously becomes more significant - here at ultrasonic frequencies the
output voltage resolution is reduced from 6 volts to 30 volts.

The traditional solutions to these timing resolution problems are to:
o decrease the PWM switching frequency (increasing T) at low modulating

frequencies in order to increase the magnitude of the PWM pulse times
(predominantly ts and tb) compared to the timer resolution. This solution
may not be allowable in situations where the switching frequency is
constrained for other reasons, such as maintaining ultrasonic switching
rates to achieve an acoustically quiet drive.

' use a timer with a suitably fast clocking frequency to attain the desired
resolution. For example, the generation of PWM waveforms with 8 bit
resolution, as suggested by Grant and Houldsworth [3], at ultrasonic
switching rates (20kHz) requires a timer clock frequency of,

28bits * 2}k<Llzcarrierfrequency * 2sp"."vectorcycles/PWMcarriercycle = 10MHz.
Furthermore, for the dynamic flux control strategy outlined above a
resolution of at least 10 bits is desired, to maintain the low frequency low flux
level waveform accuracy - requiring a timer clocking frequency of 40MHz.
Practically a 10MHz timer is achievable whereas 40MHz and higher (80MHz

suggested in [ ]) are impractical in the electrically noisy environment of an
AC drive. Furthermore, such high resolution systems are still restricted in
terms of minimum realizable pulsewidths by the switching delays
associated with the inverter's power semiconductor switches. Typical
timing resolutions for microcontrollers \Mith on-board timers are 1-2psec for
the Intel MCS-96 family [1], 250nsec for the Motorola MC68332 [5] and
160nsec for the TMS320E14 [6], although the latter two devices lack additional
peripherals included in the MCS-96 processors.

o use modulation techniques which include feedback to compensate for any
errors in the modulation process. Delta modulation, as discussed in
Chapter 2, is an example of such a technique.

In this Chapter a new technique for compensating for finite resolution/quantization
problems associated with timers is proposed. This technique, denoted here as

Resolution Corrected Modulation (RCM), involves integral feedback of any.
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(truncation) errors between the "ideal" PWM switching times and those realizable
on a timer with finite resolution. This technique is particularly suited to space
vector modulators as in its simplest form the timing error integrators may be
represented as space vectors. The next section explains more rigourously the RCM
technique with the remaining sections containing simulated and experimental
results showing significant improvements in the PWM waveforms generated using
RCM.

82 concepts of Resolution corrected Modulation

The basic concept of the Resolution Corrected Modulation technique is the use of
integral feedback to account for any timing errors between the "ideal', pWM
waveform computed in the microprocessor and that practicall y rcalizable with a
finite resolution timer. With reference to figure 8.4, the steps involved in a single
space vector modulation cycle using RCM are,

(i) compute the "ideal" space vector switching times tg, ts, tg. For the pw?oses
of this discussion these 'times' are given the vectorial quality of direction
as defined by the voltage vector they represent (i.e. t" d.irection is defined by
u. and the like). In the experimental implementation used here all
variables were represented as 16 bit quantities.

(ii) the 80C196 timer can only resolve to the nearest f ur.. (represented in
figure 8.4 as dashes perpend.icular to the t6 and t6 iimes), which requires
truncation of the ideal switching times. These truncation errors are
shown here as vectors eg and e5, and are themselves 16 bit quantities
representing fractions of a time step ($ psec).

(iii) rather than discardjng the errors e" and e5, these are added into integral
er?or totals Je, and I.5 ""rp".tively.(iv) any c9rry out from the error vector integrals represents a complete time.4
step, i Fsec, which is added to the respective tu or t5 time, producing the
compensated times ts'and t5'which are downloaded to the timer.

In this fashion the integral vector feedback of the timer quantization errors
compensates for the finite resolution of the timer. The RCM implementation used
here truncated the "ideal" switching times to suit the timer resolution, rather than
rounding, as this provided the fastest execution time and, as will be shown in the
next section, there is only a small difference between truncation and rounding with
RCM implementations.
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and t[,.

Fig 8.4: Four stages of RCM for a single space vector cycle.

As the reference voltage vector u. rotates and crosses a sextant boundary of the
inverter space vector loci, as shown in frgure 8.5, the vectors ua, rlb and their
respective switching times (having vectorial qualities here) advance by f. At the
point of the sextant crossing of figure 8.5, the integral vector timing errors must be

translated into the appropriate vector magnitudes for the new sextant. Graphically
this is illustrated in figure 8.6 where the integral errors applicable to sextant 0, plot
(a), are translated into sextant 1, plot(c). In this case the integral error Je" of
sextant 0 may be expressed as the vector sum of two vectors acting in the same

sense of vectors uu and u5 of sextant 1 - forming an equilateral triangle, plot (b) -
grving the translated errors of plot (c).
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Sextant 1
J".",tu,
*J"o(oru)

Sextant 1

,r,''l't'r.a. Sextant 0

a(old)
k)

Fig 8.6: Translation of integral uector timing errors across a sertant boundary - as for

ftgure 8.5
(a) integral etors in original sextant 0,

(b) d,ecomposition of integral ,rro, ["o,
(c) 'new' integral etors in sertant 7 after translation from'old' sextant 0,

A second feature of the RCM technique, besides compensating for finite timer
resolution constraints, is in compensating for PWM pulses which are too short to

warrant physical realization. For example, as the t9 or t7 times of figure 8.2 tend to

zero due to the modulator saturating (sinewave amplitude - fr) then the PWM
pulsewidths in the Red and Blue phases tend to zero, but in practice below a given

pulsewidth, usually the lockout time duration, the switchings are no longer
realizable. In such cases the offending PWM pulse may be either augmented to a
minimum duration or deleted altogether, but in both cases the actual PWM pulse
generated will differ from the ideal. The practical effect of these pulse deletions is

to produce a "step" increase in the output fundamental (PWM) magnitude due to

the deletion of multiple pulses as the modulator saturates. This step in output
magnitude is often accentuated with higher frequency power semiconductors as the
ratio of the lockout time to the overall period is ofiben larger than with slower speed

devices; for example, of the two inverters used in this Thesis one used Darlington
transistors with a lockout time of 16psec and a maximum switching rate of 1050H2

while the other used IGBT's with a lockout time of lpsec and a (theoretical)

maximum switching rate of 20kHz.

Using RCM the minimum pulsewidth limitation is easily compensated for by
including the time difference between the ideal PWM pulse and that physically
generated (if deleted or augmented) into the integral timing errors. For example,

the inverter used to obtain the results presented in this Chapter used IGBT's with a
lockout time of lpsec and so using the 80C196 with a timer resolution of f, Usec and
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RCM very succinctly solved the minimum pulse width problem. However, in cases

using either transistors with relatively long lockout durations (-16psec) or timers
with fast clocking rates allowing multiple time counts per minimum PWM
pulsewidth, the actual timing error between the deleted or augmented pulse and the
ideal pulsewidth must be specifically computed and included into the integral vector

errors. A secondary issue arising from the inclusion of deleted PWM pulses into
the integral totals as the modulator saturates is ensuring containment of the
integrals when many pulses are deleted in a single cycle.

83 Simulat€d Restrlts of Resolution Corrected Modulation

The basic concepts of RCM were verified initially using a computer simulation to
model the effects of PWM timing resolution on a CIM. This simulation used a
simple series resistance and inductance approximation for the CIM harmonic
equivalent circuit, to which a time domain PWM waveform was applied. The
resultant motor current was determined for various PWM timer resolutions and

compared with the ideal current that would have existed had a pure sinewave
voltage been applied to the equivalent motor circuit. Figure 8.7 presents the results
obtained for 5, 6, 7 and 8 bit timer implementations where the fundamental current
error (between the actual and the ideal) has been plotted against the reference
sinewave (voltage) amplitude. The feature to note in these graphs is the significant
reduction in the fundamental current error for the cases where RCM is used -

typical improvements are the order of a minimum of 4 to 5 bits of additional
accuracy. This additional accuracy makes feasible the accurate generation of low
amplitude voltages, which otherwise may have been 10 to lOUVo in error. In reality
however, the very low sinewave amplitudes of figure 8.7 which resulted in L007o

error are too small to drive a motor, but they ser:ve to demonstrate the effectiveness

of the RCM technique in maintaining the correct output voltage.

The seven and eight bit results of figure 8.7(c) and (d) show an increasing current
error for the RCM strategies with large sinewave amplitudes (>0.7). In these cases

the slope of the reference sinusoid is too gteat for effective "averaging" of the RCM
integral feedback errors. Figure 8.8 illustrates a plot of current error as the mode

(f./f-) of the PWM waveform is increased. At higher modes there are more carrier
cycles per fundamental reference wavefom cycle, allowing the feedback integrators
to follow more accurately the reference waveform and minimize the timing errors.
As it is envisaged that the RCM technique will find greater application in high
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switching rate (ultrasonic) modulators, the PWM mode requirements illustrated
above should not be a problem
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A second parameter observed during the simulations described above was the motor
ripple current. The ripple currents showed a minimal (few%o) increase in the
cases where RCM was used - an insignificant increase considering the improved
fundamental waveforrn resolution.

8.4 Exlrerimental Verifi cation of Resolution Corected Modulation

The RCM technique was implemented on the microprocessor based (80C196)

inverter described in Appendix B. As discussed previously, the 80C196 timing
mod.ule has a resolution of f Fr"., but for the purposes of demonstrating the RCM
technique this resolution was varied betweet $ U.". and 8psec, in t Ur". steps.

Figures 8.9 and 8.10 illustrate typical motor line current waveforms, both time
domain and space vector traces, for the operation of motor (A.3) at lIJz with a
2.5kH'z PWM switching rate (T=200psec), excluding and including RCM
respectively. At this speed the "active" modulation time T- (T''' = ta * tg from
equation (3.2)) is 1Vo of T; i.e. Tm = 10psec and must be apportioned into times tg and

t5 using time steps of between f a.rd Spsec! In all cases it can be seen that the use of
RCM improves the motor current waveform due to the effective improvement in
timer resolution. This is especially evident for the excessively poor timer
resolutions of 5.33 to 8psec, plots (d) to (f), where the current traces excluding RCM
display peaky currents characteristic of a Quasi Square wave inverter. With RCM
these same timer resolutions display much improved, sinusoidal, waveforms. For
the more practical timer resolutions of $ to 4psec, plots (a) to (c), the use of RCM
further smooths the current waveform, although the improvement at t Ur". is
small. The results shown are rather artifrcial in terms of the poor timer
resolutions, but they illustrate the fact that RCM is very effective at improving the
resolution of low (sinewave) amplitude waveforms, while at higher amplitudes or

with improved timer resolutions the improvements are less noticeable.

Additional advantages with RCM were a reduction in tonal noise generation and an
improvement in the shaft speed resolution of the modulator. For the sizeable timer
resolutions above, the integral nature of the error feedback produces a non-
repetitive PWM waveform with a spectra showing an increased atonal noise
background - similar to the effects of Spread Spectrum Switching. Measured PWM

voltage spectra for timer resolutions of 8, 4 and i Fsec, both including and excluding
RCM, are illustrated in figure 8.11. (Note that in these results the "comb" nature of
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the PWM harmonic spectra is lost due to the frequency resolution limitations of the
spectrum analyzer used).
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The larger timer resolutions show significant levels of atonal ("whitish")
harmonics, while tfre $ psec case - a more realistic resolution - shows a slightly
increased background noise level which is only just audibly perceptible as a white
noise source. This increased dispersion of harmonics is disadvantageous in an
ultrasonic modulator as low level switching frequency harmonics may now be
present in the human audio range. Furthermore, in a DC (PWM) chopper the use

of RCM will generate tonal subharmonic components as the integral errors are
added repetitively to the resultant PWM waveform. For example, figure 8.12
il]ustrates the spectra of two DC PWM waveforms with an a "average" duty cycle of
16.33 r.
o corresponding to,

' exact timing in which each pulsewidth duty cycle exactly equals H, .,
illustrated in figure 8.12 (a).

' RCM using a 5 bit timer (i.e. resolution of 1 in 32) with truncation producing
a pulsewidth series of ..., 16, 17 , t6 ..., 8s illustrated in figure 8.12 (b). This
spectra shows a series of harmonic components based o., 

t5 ttr" fundamental
frequency, corresponding to the frequency with which the integral errors
are inserted (i.e. into every third pulse).

Harmonic

-40

(b) Harmonic

Fig 8.12: Spectra correspond,ing to DC PWM wauefortns with a d,uty cycle 
"f ry,

(a) exact timing
(b) RCM with a 5 bit timer

In the modulator used here the 30 PWM waveforms were defined in terms of the
space vector switching times t0, ta and t5 (t7 = gO; as shown in figure 8.2. The actual
PWM period (2T) was formed from the sum of times to, ta, t5 and t7, with the
consequence that any truncation errors reduced the actual PWM period. The effect
of this reduction is that the motor shaft speed is increased, as the ratio of fslfm (f. ='l

21-) is set in the microprocessor for a given PWM period. With RCM the "lost"
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truncation times are included in the error
the 'average'period (T), and shaft speed, are

feedback integrators and consequently
correct.

8.5 Summar5r

The realization of PWM waveforms from "id.eal" switching times generated in a
microprocessor is dependent, in the first instance, on the resolution of the
wavefonrr timer. In applications such as ultrasonic inverters with pWM periods of
-S0psec, timer clock rates in the order of tens of MegaHettz are required to achieve
satisfactory waveform accuracy. In a practical inverter drive, however, it is often
more satisfactory to utilize timers incorporated on-board in microprocessor chips,
but these often have poor timing resolutions (l-2psec) resulting in degradation of the
resultant PWM waveform.

Resolution Corrected Modulation is a technique for overcoming the problems
associated with finite timer resolutions through the usage of integral feedback of the
timing errors. The RCM technique is very simply applied in a space vector
reference frame by maintaining integral vector feedback totals of the timing errors,
which can be succinctly translated around the inverter's output space vector loci.
The effect of this integral feedback is to,

' provide an additional 4 to 5 bits of effective waveforrn timing accuracy,o marginally increase the "noise floor" of the pWM voltage harmonics
producing an audible (audibility greater for poorer resolutions) white noise
background as observed for spread spectrum switching, ando improve the motor shaft speed resolution by maintaining a correct (average)
value of the pWM switching period,

at the expense of a negligible (-few%o) increase in motor ripple current .

These advantages make feasible the accurate generation of ultrasonic pWM
waveforms using practical timer clocking rates, and also provide improvements in
the low fundamental frequency PwM waveform's magnitude which may be but a
few vo (3-4) of rated motor voltage, or even lower if a dynamic flux control strategy is
utilized.
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Chapterg

CONCLUSIONS

Spread spectrum switching (SSS) has proven to be an effective technique for
minimizing the subjective annoyance associated with the noise emitted from pWM
inverter driven motors. Conceptually the technique involves randomizing the
PWM switching switching, within the operational bandwidth of the inverter, so that
the tonal harmonic spectra characteristic of frxed period pWM is dispersed over a
wide bandwidth. This harmonic energ"y dispersion results in an atonal acoustic
noise being emitted from the driven motor, with the absence of tonal components
signifrcantly reducing the annoyance associated with the noise. The overall sound
pressure level (A-weighted) remains largely unchanged in a SSS implementation,
with any sound level reduction arising from either minimal or non-excitation of
natural resonances associated with the driven motor or its surroundings. Hence,
SSS provides a significant qualitative yet minimal quantitative noise reduction.

Spread spectrum switching in DC and AC drives differs due to the harmonic
spectra of the DC and AC waveforms. In the DC case the fundamental switching
frequency component (tone) dominates the acoustic spectrum, and the SSS strategy
must necessarily concentrate on this component. For example, the use of pink
switching frequency distributions (-3d.B/octave) have been shown to yield a reduced
level of annoyance compared to a uniform distribution of the switching frequencies.
In an AC drive, however, the harmonics are considerably more disperse with a
larger number of harmonics to be "smeared." together by the SSS strategy.
Acoustically the AC case is simpler to implement, but practically the generation of
30 PwM waveforms with instantaneously varying periods requires a very versatile
modulator.

The AC PwM modulator used to evaluate experimentally the modulation strategies
proposed in this Thesis uses the recently reported Space Vector Modulation (SVM)
technique. Space vector modulation conceptually involves approximating a
rotating reference voltage vector with those vectors realizable on a two-level pWM
inverter' While the concept of space vector PWM generation differs from the
triangulation technique, equivalence can be obtained using a modified reference
waveform comprising a desired fundamental frequency sinusoid plus an added
third harmonic, essentially triangular, waveform as the reference waveform in an
otherwise conventional regularly sampled triangulation modulator.
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Compared to the conventional triangulation technique, space vector modulation
offers the advantages of being both particularly suited to real-time microprocessor
implementation and inherently generating near optimum PWM waveforms. A
space vector PWM generation algorithm has been developed which essentially
translates the conceptual space vector algorithm into one involving simple linear
apportioning of the times to be spent in the various voltage vector states. This
technique, implemented in a low cost 8-bit microprocessor, performs the waveform
generation and timer download tasks for a single 30 PWM modulating cycle in
450psec, representing a considerable time saving compared to the 750psec required
to perforrn the same tasks using the regularly sampled asymmetrical triangulation
technique.

The space vector equivalent phase voltage waveform inherently contains a 25Vo (of

the fundamental sinewave amplitude) third harmonic, essentially triangular,
waveform which results in inherent generation of near optimum PWM waveforms -

when considered from the perspective of motor harmonic loss. This third
harmonic component arises from the symmetrical positioning of the null (zero)

voltage vector times within the PWM period. Attaining the true minimum loss

PWM waveform is not practical due to the added computational requirements, with
space vector modulation representing the best engineering compromise in terms of
both computation time and motor harmonic loss.

The Thesis also proposes a technique for the analytical analysis of regularly
sampled PWM waveforms. The analysis procedure involves decomposing a
general PWM waveform into a series of constituent components, each featuring
either symmetry, mirror symmetry or its inverse. The spectra of these constituent
components can be found, and summed, yielding the harmonic structure of the
complete PWM waveform. Results from this analysis, applied to both triangulation
and space vector PWM waveforms, show that PWM harmonics occur as combs of
harmonics centered on multiples of the PWM switching frequency. These
harmonic combs are directly related to the original PWM waveform's constituent
components, with the component embodying the desired fundamental frequency AC
waveform producing the harmonic combs centered on even switching frequency
multiples. PWM generation techniques for producing this component alone using
three level inverters have been discussed, but the necessity for twice the number of
power switching devices precludes the usage of these inverters for all but very high
power levels where other advantages become more apparent.
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A numerical harmonic analysis technique, the Directional Rotational Transforrn
(DRT)' has been proposed for the analysis of general PWM waveforms in a space
vector reference frame. Similar to the concept of reference frame theory, the DRT
is based on observations of the instantaneous (pWM) voltage vectors in various
harmonic frequency reference frames, yielding the magnitude, phase angle and
sequence (positive or negative) of the harmonic under observation. Being a
vectorially based technique, the DRT evaluates the harmonics actually applied to the
motor from all three phases acting contemporaneously, as in cases such as
hysteretic or asJrnchronous triangulation modulators each pWM phase or line
voltage is different - here the traditional Fourier Transform techniques only
approximate the actual harmonics applied to the motor. Results obtained using
both the DRT and the analytical analysis technique described above compare
favourably with those obtained from experimental measurements and, for
synchronous PWM, with those evaluated from Fourier Transforms.

In a practical inverter, non-ideal hardware often results in ideal pWM waveforms
being corrupted when physically realized. In the frrst instance, finite timer
resolution results in the ideal PwM switching points being quantized to the
resolution of the timer. This quantization proves signifrcant at low sinewave
amplitudes or high PWM switching rates where the switching times may be
commensurate with the timer resolution. Resolution Corrected Modulation (RCM)
has been proposed to compensate for these timing (resolution) errors by applying
integral feedback to any errors between the ideal and quantized pWM switching
times' This integral feedback effectively provides 4 to b bits of additional accuracy to
a given timer. A further advantage of RCM is that of improved shaft speed
resolution, a major benefit for the accurate speed control of larger (low slip) motors.
A side effect of the integral feedback is an increase in the atonal harrnonic ,,noise
floor" about multiples of the PwM switching frequency due to the non-repetitive
nature of the resultant PwM waveform. In an ultrasonic modulator an increased
dispersion of harmonics is disadvantageous as they may encroach on the human
audio range' whereas with inverters operating within the audio range the problem
is insignificant as, if perceptible at all, it has the effect of producing a ,,whitish,,
noise, characteristic of SSS.

A second source of PWM timing errors in a practical inverter is switching delays,
predominantly the lockout time, associated with the power semiconductor switches.
These lockout times prevent inverter shoot-through occurring but also result in
corruption of the ideal PWM waveform, having a marked effect at low motor speeds
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(and sinewave amplitudes) w.here they may be comparable to the PWM pulse

durations. An open loop compensation strategy has been proposed to overcome the
detrimental effects of these lockout times, effectively through the inclusion of a
small offset in the phase voltage waveform. This compensation improves the
inverter's output voltage resolution, minimizing the typical current zero
"plateauing" - current zero crossing distortion - which occurs in practical inverter
drives.

In conclusion, an AC inverter utilizing spread spectrum, resolution corrected,
space vector pulse width modulated waveforms provides considerable scope for an
acoustically quiet inverter drive. Such a drive achieves low acoustic noise levels
using readily available power semiconductor switching devices switching at but a
few kiloHertz, controlled using a low cost, single chip, microcontroller generating
accurate waveforms in real-time.
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AppendixA

MOTOR PARAMETERDATA

The following subsections detail the nameplate, physical construction and
equivalent circuit parameters, as measured by Covicr , for the three motors used in
this Thesis- The three motors where mounted on a common baseplate, as shown in
frgure A.1. This frgure also shows additional features such as shaft speed
transducers which often interact with the motor cooling airstreams, producing
tonal noise components. For the purposes of this Thesis all acoustic
measurements were taken using a calibrated microphone located 1m horizontally
adjacent the driven motor at shaft height. This position gave spectra typical of
those obtainable on a 1m radius hemisphere surrounding the motor while not being
directly in the path of any motor fan airstream.

Torque transducer

Rubber coupling Rubber coupling

Hall effect sensor cog (20 teeth)

Optical speed transducer disc (128 holes)

Fig .4.1: Physical layout of rnotor test-rig.

.Lppendi.x A. I : DC Gencrator

NAMEPLATE:

5.skw
1100rpm

PHYSICAL:

Partially

460V 14.3A

enclosed casing 131 commutator segments

1' Covic, G.A.; 'Flux Control of AC Induction Motor Drives using Third Harmonic Components,,
PhD Thesis (in preparation), University of Auckland, NZ, 1gg1.
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4 pole (4 brushes)
L2fanblades

.fupendir 4.2: 8Q CIM

33 rotor slots

NAIVIEPI"ATE:

7.5kW 400v 15.34

1440rpm
PHYSICAL:

Totally enclosed motor 36 stator teeth

28 rotor bars (stamped rotor) 10 fan blades

EQUTVALENT CIRCUIT

Rs = 0.61C1 Rr = 0.54C1

L- - 121mH ls = 9mH lr = 9rnII

Appendi.r A.3: 3Q CIM

NAIVIEPLATE:

7.5kW 380V 16.3A

1430rpm
PHYSICAL:

Totally enclosed motor 10 fan blades

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT:

Rs = 0.78C1 Rr = 0.56Q

L6 = 104mH ls = SrnH lr = 8mH
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ApperdixB

AC PWM II{IMRTER DOCUMENTATION

The following circuit diagrams detail the hardware constructs of a microprocessor
based (Intel 80C196KB) inverter, based on figure 1.2, constructed during the course
of this Thesis. The inverter power components were rated for a 400V, 50H2, 3Q

mains input and used Fugt 1200V, 50A IGBT's (2MBI50-120) for the switching
devices. The four schematics DRG1 to DRG4 detail the 80C196 based controller board
and peripheral hardware. The motor control software has a similar structure to
an earlier microprocessor based (Intel 8031) AC inverter documented by Taylorl.
The modulation routines were upgraded to the modified space vector PWM of
Section 3.3.3 and incorporated the Spread Spectrum Switching and Resolution
Corrected Modulation techniques of Chapters 7 and 8 respectively. Further
enquires as to inverter documentation and the like should be directed to:

Professor J.T. Boys

Department of Electrical & Electronic Engineering
University of Auckland
Private Bag
Auckland
New Zealand.

1' Taylor, B.J.;An Intelligent Motor Speed Controller, ME Thesis, University of Auckland, 1985.
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